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Reggae sun splashin'

By BILL SHEA

Staff Writer

Wright Stale is trying to change the
law that brought an accused rapist to
campus and prompted editorials in the
local news media.
The law, which requires a state university student or employee he given a
hearing within five days of an arrest for a
violent crime, was invoked in the March
23 removal of Desmond Utley from his
Xcnia jail cell for a hearing at WSU.
Utley was awaiting trial in a Greene
County court for sexually assaulting two
WSU students.
Critics complain the testimony of the
subject of a disciplinary hearing is not
admissible in court. The testimony of
anyone else, including the victim, is admissible.
WSU Public Relations Director Harry
Battson said, "We disagree with the law."
but added the university is bound to follow it to the letter.
WSU has also drawn fire for a policy
of reviewing campus crimes.
On May 11 the Dayton Daily News
published a University directive regarding contact with the local prosecutors'
offices.
The Feb. 16 memo was from University Counsel Gwen Mattison to the thenacting campus police director, Steve
Homan.
In the memo, Mattison directed
Homan to review cases with her before
contacting the prosecutor. "Except when
an officer witnesses a crime and must
effect an immediate arrest."
Mattisoncould not be reached by telephone for comment at press time.
The decision to review the cases
brought a backlash from Greene County
Prosecutor William Schenck.
Schenck said he fears reviews could
be used to hide cases damaging to the
university's image.
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Brooke Ling, daughter of singer Greg Loxley, befriends a raccoon at
the UCB Rasta Celebration on the Founders Quadrangle May 21.

Community adviser attacked
By DAN HOCKENSMITH
News Editor
and RONDA YOUNG
Spccial Writer

May 8, WSU's Delta Phi Chapter of Beta
Theta Pi was suspended and disbanded by
the district chief of the general fraternity.
Ironically, Peter Cindric. Student
Government's director of internal affairs
At 2 a.m. on May 20, the Oak Hall and a Beta Theta Pi member, wrote acolumn
community adviser on duty went to the third in the most recent issue of the Inter-Club
floor of the residence hall to investigate a Council's newsletter calling for an end to the
hazing sometimes involved in fraternity ininoise complaint.
As the C A entered the floor lounge, some- tiation rituals.
Cindric wrote that historically, fraternione hit her from behind: while she lay unconscious on the floor, the assailant sexually ties felt their organizations could not survive
without "good brothers" toughened by padassaulted her.
Now Wright State is calling the attack a dling. being forced to sleep on wooden floors
crime of vengeance.
and similar tests. "These fears are wrong,
According to the university, the assault and have no place in organizations who want
may have occurred because the student ear- to survive the next hundred years." he wrote.
Cindric said he does not believe in hazlier reported allegations of hazing and inappropriate behavior against members of Beta ing. "Building trust in your brother should
Theta Pi fraternity.
not mean that you must first belittle him." he
The CA. whose identity WSU won't said.
release until it completes its investigation,
Public Safety continues to investigate
brought the allegations to Gary Dickstein. the attack. Students with information are
WSU's greek adviser, during the winter. On urged to call WSU police t 873-2111.
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Campus Crime Report
BURGLARY
May 19: Nikole Koller,
Hamilton Hall, reported 35
compact disks worth $525
were stolen from her room.
THEFT
May 9: Rosemary Grimes,
Christianburg, and Monica
Lee, Beavercreek, reported
$7 stolen trom Grimes and
$6 stolen from Lee from
their purses in 095 Creative
Arts Center.
May 10: Diane McElhsoe,
Troy, reported a white
plaster statue valuetfat
$100 was stolen from the
Sculpture Shop.
May 13: A Toshiba compact
disk drive valued at $561
was stolen from 346 Allyn.
May 16: G. Scott Markland.
Fairborn, reported the theft
of property worth $249 near
his desk at 223 Millett Hall.
Angela Kerling, Westerville,
reported a plastic squirrel,
worth $14 was taken from
the top of her car as it was
parked in Allyn Lot.
May 17: Renea Evers,
Fairborn, reported a billfold
worth $20 and containing
$40 cash was stolen from
321 Allyn. A purse, originally
taken, was later found.
May 18: An American Optical
microscope, worth $2,072
and a binocular microscope
head worth $564 were
stolen from 044 Biology

Sciences.
Faculty member Tammie
Basinger reported her wallet,
containing cash and several
credit cards, was taken from
her desk.
Bernard Armstrong, Dayton,
reported 15 compact disks
worth $225 were stolen form
his vehicle as it was parked
outside Jacob Hall.
May 19: Chris Humphreville.
Fairborn, reported the front
brake components of his
Pantera GT bicycle were
stolen.
May 20: Faculty member
Katharine Dvorak
reported a key ring,
keys and a Scan-Tron
answer master key were
stolen from her office.
AGGRAVATED
MENACING
May 19: Darren
Heidenreich, Fairborn,
was arrested for an
earlier incident. He was
transported to the Fairborn City
Jail.

DRUG ABUSE/OPEN
CONTAINER
May 16: John Phillips, Xenia, was
arrested for drug abuse and
having an open container while
waiting outside the Nutter
Center box office for Barry
Manilow tickets. Phillips was
subsequently taken to the
Fairborn Jail.
UNDERAGE

May 22: A Beavercreek man w
cited for underage consumpt
and having an open container
outside Sycamore apartments.
He was ordered to appear
before the Fairborn Municipal
Court.
OPEN CONTAINER
May 22: Michael Peters, Dayton,
was arrested for having an
open container outside of
Sycamore apartments. He was

Seminar on physiology and
biophysics; "Effect of Insulin
on Muscle Membrane
Proteins," with Dr. Amira Klip
of The Hospital for Sick
Children in Ontario,
Canada; 035 Medical
Sciences, 12:30 p.m.
• UCB Improv Night;
Rathskeller, 7 p.m.

biophysics; "Proton Channels,
Pumps and Antiports Regulate
pH in Leukocytes," with Dr.
Sergio

«President's Awards for
Excellence Ceremony.
Medical Sciences
Auditorium, 3:30 p.m.
Reception follows in the
Upper Hearth Lounge.
»Seminar on physiology and

cited into Fairborn Municipal
Court.
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
May 10: Two security guards at
the ZZ Top concert were cited
for fighting in Nutter Center Lot
7.

May 18: WSU police were
dispatched to The Village on
reports of a man throwing
rocks through windows.
May 21: Ralph Seiner. Oak
Hall, reported the right front
fender on his vehicle was
dented as it was parked in
the Springwood Lane Pit.
Seiner stated there were
pieces of what appeared to
be water balloons on the
hood.
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF
May 18: Max Alexander,
Fairborn, reported someone
caused minor damage to his
vehicle as it was parked in the
CAC Lot.
MENACING

D I S O R D E R L Y C O N D U C T BY
INTOXICATION

May 10: A Hickory Hall man
reported being threatened.
There is one suspect.

May 10: Tony Blackburn, Dayton;
Tim Bierly, Kettering; Roger
Cooper, Miamisburg and

May 16: The glass entrance door

VANDALISM

to Laurel Hall facing
Hawthorn Hall was broken
out. There are two
suspects.
AUTO ACCIDENTS
May 10: Cacelia West,
Dayton, backed her vehicle
into one driven by
Christopher Williams on
University Boulevard near
Allyn Hall. There was light
damage to both vehicles.
May 17: A car driven by
Derek Bolton, Dayton,
collided in the Allyn Lot
with a car driven by
Rebecca Doyle of Piqua.
The impact caused
Bolton's car to turn 90
degrees into the parked
vehicle of Nellie
Hernandez of Youngstown.
Damage to Bolton's
vehicle was heavy, while
the damage to the other
two cars was moderate.
May 18: Brian Werst, New
Carlisle, reported his
vehicle was struck by an
unknown vehicle as it was
parked in the Health
Sciences Lot.
Bernard Armstrong, Dayton,
struck a wooden pole with
his vehicle on Springwood
Lane.
May 19: A car being drive by
Scott Pummil rear-ended a
vehicle driven by Samuel
Harris on University
Boulevard at the Colonel
Glenn Highway
intersection. Pummil said
his brakes failed.

Rathskeller stays wet
Baltimore, Md.; 103 Oelman, 3
p.m.
University Chorus: James
Tipps, conductor. Creative
Arts Center concert hall, 8 p.m.
MONDAY. MAY 30

TUESDAY, MAY 31

Grinstein of The Hospital for
Sick Children; 035 Medical
Sciences, 10 a.m.
Psychology colloquium:
"Sustained Attention Across the
Adult Life Span," with Dr.
Leonard Giambra of
Gerontology Research Center,

CRIMINAL DAMAGING
May 9: A light pole located at
Nutter Center Lot 5 was struck
by a vehicle. Damage was
estimated at $1,600.

CAMPUS
CRIME
REPORT

• Memorial Day, university
closed.

FRIDAY, MAY 27

ARREST
Kevin Kennison,
•erville, was arrested on
anding warrants.

STATf

Meetings & Events
THURSDAY, MAY 26

Steven Gillette of Kettering
were arrested at the ZZ Top
concert for disorderly conduct.

CONSUMPTION/OPEN
CONTAINER

• University Gospel Choir:
James Johnson, conductor.
CAC concert hall, 7 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1
• University Jazz Band, Karl
Sievers, conductor. CAC
concert hall, 8 p.m.

By A A R O N H A R R I S
Staff W r i t e r

to b u s i n e s s at T h e R a t , " said
Pinkerton. "A move like this is just
designed to control the lives of

So you're over 21 and enjoy
stopping by the Rathskeller for a
beer after class. Enjoy it now, because you may not have that right
next year.
According to Student Government President-elect Toby
Pinkeiton, alcohol sales on campus may be banned.
" W e ' v e heard that a committee
may be formed to review the current policy, but we don't have a
problem with it," said Pinkerton.
Alcohol is currently sold at the
Rathskeller, at the Nutter Center
and at May Daze in accordance
with local and state laws.
"A crackdown on alcohol would
be detrimental to the university arii

people over 21."
Wright State, as of yet, has no
official plans to rid T h e Rat of
alcohol, according to Public Relations Director Harry Battson.
Battson said WSU President
Harley Flack indicated in an earlier
conversation he was interested in
having a University-wide dialogue
on the subject, but no discussions
seem likely in the near future.
Marriott said it's not worried
that W S U will make The Rat go
dry.
Pinkerton said any SG members on a committee looking into a
current alcohol sales policy change
would be "very vocal" in favor of
the current policy.
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News

Is Physical Plant a money pit?
For 1993, the department was
cal Plant two years ago because of
problems with the department. "We budgeted $63,005.
"As far as overtime goes, one
made a number of internal efforts
to reorganize the work." Spanier of the reasons is we probably have
a
larger
percentage of hourly people
said. "In order to get the reorganization and efficiency. I needed help on campus." Johnson said. "We
have to handle emergencies due to
A SPECJAL S E R I E S
from the outside."
Johnson said he disagrees snow removal, equipment breakdowns, that type of thing."
Physical Plant is overmanaged.
By SCOTT BECKERMAN
Records also show Service
"We've shown efficiency imStaff Writer
provement in essence of 30 percent Master requires a higher operating
Depending on who you talk to, (since Service Master took over)," budget separate from Physical
things at Wright State's physical said Johnson. "We have reduced Plant. Service Master's budget was
plant department are either work- management staffing in the last listed at S819.000 for 1993; Physitwo years to get it close to where it cal Plant's was $629,(KM).
ing out well or not at all.
"They're running us into the should be at," he
ground," said a caller to The Guard- said.
Johnson said the
ian who identified himself only as
U
e've shown effia Physical Plant worker. "I can't reason only Service
ciency improvement
see how it's saving us money," he Master products are
used is a provision
added.
in
essence
of 30 percent."
The caller charged Physical in the company's
—Wynn Johnson
Plant with "cover-ups over cover- contract with WSU;
he stated departups," including:
"
• Top-heaviness at the upper ment offices were
Johnson said those figures are
revamped to meet personnel moves
management levels;
wrong.
and
improve
the
working
environ• Use of only Service Master
Spanier said Service Master wil 1
supplies and equipment by the de- ment.
Johnson said it's not unusual continue to manage Physical Plant
partment;
'Their (Service Master) con• University plumbers working for WSU workers to fill gaps in
on electrical wiring and electri- other areas. According to Johnson, tract has three years to go." said
cians solving plumbing problems; three maintenance zones were for- Spanier. "We have to look at what
• The department's offices un- mulated so workers did not have to they want to achieve. The initial
dergoing remodeling five times in go too far for a job. There are (word) is, generally, that it has
specialists in each zone. In case of worked."
as many years.
Vice President for Business and emergencies, someone can be
This report is pan ofa periodic
Finance Edward Spanier and Physi- called in from another zone.
Physical Plant carries the sec- series investigating Wright State
cal Plant Director Wynn Johnson
waste.
Readers who know ofwasteresponded to the caller's charges. ond highest overtime budget at
Spanier said Service Master, a WSU. behind Spanier's office, ac- ful University policies or procecleaning supply and management cording to records on file in the dures may call The Guardian at
873-5535.
contractor, was picked to run Physi- Dunbar Library.

(J)
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A N e w W a y of Doing Things
There will be a lot more than new faces In WSU a Administration Wing. A new
administrative structure built around a provost and university vice presidents w " 1 *f k ®
effect July 1,1994. Shown below is the new structure and explanation of various elements.
The main difference between this structure and the one currently in
University
place is the addition of a provost position. Various elements such as
President
undergraduate and graduate education, academic and student
affairs, research and institutional planning have been
consolidated in associate provost positions. The .
Executive Assistant
provosts report to the provost along with the university
to the President
librarian and the deans. The Associate Provost for
Multicultural Affairs reports to the provost and the president.

Associate Provost
Multicultural Affairs

5|

Vice Pres. Business
and Fiscal Affairs *
Director of A ' a I
Athletics A >
Director of
Legal Affairs

L

Vice Pres. University
Advancement
Director of
\\
Affirmative Action . 1 '

University Librarian

President: Hartey E. Flack
Executive Assistant Mary Ellen Mazey
Provost: Willard J. Hutzel
Assoc. Provost Multicultural AHaIrs:
Abbie Robinson-Armstrong
V.P Business. Fiscal: Edward Spanier
Director ol Atretics: Michael Cusak
Director. Legal AHalrs: Gwon Mattison
VP. University Advancement: (Vacant)
Director, Affirmative Action
Juanita Wehrte-Einhom
ASSOCIATE PROVOSTS
Undergraduate Education and Academic
Aftalrs: Lillie P. Howard
Research and Graduate Studies:
Joseph F. Thomas Jr.
Institutional Research and Planning:
Sharon A. Lewis
Student Attairs and Enrollment Services
Joanne Risacher (Acting)
Deans: Bent. Brandenberry, Goldenberg.
Gles, Kumar, Low. Moore.Shumm.Swart
University Librarian: Arnold Hirshon

,, t m.

W

A BETTER RESUME
As a former Personnel Manager, I'll write a resume
that will get you attention, respect, and the job you want!
I will also recommend the best way to market your
kills, talents, strengths, abilities and qualifications,
1
and how to n e a o t i a t e l h ^ e s ^ a l a r y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Student Discount
Bring in this ad
• •

LASER PRINTING • ONE DAY SERVICE
MILITARY CONVERSIONS • SENIOR CITIZENS • EXECUTIVES
STUDENTS • HANDICAPPED PERSONS • ALL TRADES * PROFESSIONS .

409 RED HAW ROAD

278-3242

Need Extra Cash?
N e w Donors
Earn up to $50 1st Week
Return Donors
Earn $160 or more per month
Couples Earn
Earn $320 or more per month
Cash and prize Givaways

Plasma Alliance, Inc.
"People Helping People"
165 E. Helena St.

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon-Thurs 7:00-9:30 Friday 7:00-9:00
Sat & Sun 8:00-5:00
Call for ID info
224-1973

RTA
Bus 22
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Opinion
#1* G u a r d i a n
The Guardian is primed weekly during the regular
school year and monthly during ihe summer. Il is
published by students of Wright State University in
Dayton. Ohio
Editorials without bylines reflect the majority opinion of the editorial board.
Views expressed in columns, cartoons and ad vet
tiseinents are those of the writers, artists and advertisers
The Guardianreservestherightto censor or reject
advertising copy in accordance with any present or
future advertising acceptance rules established by The
Guardian.
All contents contained herein are the express property of The Guardian. Copyright privilegesrevertto
the writers, artists, and photographers ofspecificwotks
after publication
The Guardumreservestherighttoreprintworks in
future issues.

© 1994 The Guardian

Editors & Managers
GREG BILLING — Editor In Chief
CRAIG BARHORST — Graphics Manager
SCOTT COZZOLINO — Chief Photographer
JEREMY DYER — Circulation Manager
ROBB ERVIN — Sports Editor
STEVE GRANT — Production Manager
RAISSA HALL — Advertising Manager
PAMELA HERSHEY — Op-Ed Editor
DAN HOCKENSMITH — News Editor
MARTHA HOWARD — Spotlight Editor
GINA YOUNG — Business Manager

Assistants & Staff
MARK BALSKEY — Advertising Rep.
SCOTT BECKERMAN — Staff Writer
KIMBERLY BIRD — Staff Writer
DAWNA COVERT — Production Assistant
JEREMY DYER — Events Coordinator
ELIZABETH GREEN — Advertising Rep.
TODD HALL—Photographic Assistant
AARON HARRIS — Staff Writer
KAVITA HATWALKAR — Staff Writer
NICK MAPLES — Staff Writer
BILL SHEA —Staff Writer
JASON SKUSA — Advertising Rep.
ANTHONY SHOEMAKER — Staff Writer
JESSIE WOOTEN — Administrative Assistant

Advisers
JEFF JOHN — Faculty Adviser
KARYN CAMPBELL — Student Media
Coordinator

Offices
Guardian offices are located in the WSU Student Union (formerly the P.E. Building).
Editorial: 186-J — call 873-5535
Business: 186-K —call 87^-5537
Guardum FAX line: (513) 873-5536

Letters to the Editor
• Letters should have the writer's printed full
name, address, daytime telephone number and
class standing if applicable.
• Letters should have fewer than400words. All
letters are subject to editing for space and content.
• The Guardian hopes to cover a diverse range
of topics, therefore letters which duplicate others
may be omitted.
•Whenrespondingtoastory or another writer's
letter, refer toflicdate and headline.
• Letters should be addressed to:
Op-Ed Editor
The Guardian
016 University Center
Wright State university
Dayton. OH 45435

Revisionists tempt to rewrite
history by denying Holocaust
By SCOTT BECKERMAN
Staff Writer
On May 16, a man was out on the
Quad, passing out "revisionist history." Essentially, "myths" about the
Holocaust.
It's a step ahead. Not too long
ago, these people were stating the
"Final Solution" was just a fabrication. A Zionist plot, if you will.
Now, more and more, the numbers are coming out. OK, many revisionists said, Jews died all over Europe.
Maybe even the six million that
have been claimed to have perished.
The methods, however, did not happen.
The main claim the literature distributor made was Jews were not
gassed in the concentration camps
the Germans set up over Europe.
The pamphlet stated most of the
interred prisoners died of Typhus,
which was common in camps of that
nature.
Typhus? Why not the plague?

History is extremely important
for a culture like those who call Judaism their religion.
That is why dates are important.
From an early age, all the years are
taught. 70 AD. 1492. 1881.
Significant dates in Jewish history. The burning of temples, expulsions from countries, mass roundups
due to hysteria over an assassinated
Czar.
Throughout all these occurrences,
the 12 year mass execution of the
Jewish people takes place first and
foremost.
Speak to any African-American
with fierce pride about their history,
and tell them to their face that slavery never happened.
That the Dutch trading ships didn't
start coming to Africa in the early
1600s and drag them off to a country
that was not theirs nor would it be
when they arrived.
For a revisionists, proof would
be needed that the slaves were raped
by their masters, and beaten. No one
saw it, so how could it have hap-

W

hat purpose does it serve for you to try
to bury the facts? Why deny the horrific
event that occurred over such a short span of
time? What will it take to prove these monstrosities happened?

Wouldn't that have been an easier
"explanation"?
My main question for these people
is Why?
What purpose does it serve for
you to try to bury the facts?
Why deny the horrific event that
occurred over such a short span of
time?
What will it take to prove these
monstrosities happened?

pened?
It is easier to dismiss something
like the Holocaust in this country
because it did not happen here.
The closest thing that happened
was the rounding up of Americans of
Asian decent, and interring them.
Senseless, and horrific, yes, but,
at least, they weren't exterminated.
If it was Typhus that killed six million Jews in the camps, as well as

numerous Gypsies, homosexuals and
other non-Aryans, why didn't it effect anyone else?
Was Poland really hit that hard,
three million Jews reportedly died

I

t is easier to dismiss
;omething like the Holocaust in this country
because it did not happen
here.

there, while a country like Denmark
had less than thirty?
What about the survivors? There
are thousands still alive. It's hard to
forget something that forced the splitting of families.
As children, survivors watched
their parents go off in separate lines,
usually never seeing them again.
The prominence of Jews in Europe was even more dissipated than
it was during the Russian programs
of the 19th century.
Not even Stalin could kill that
quickly. He took nearly 30 years to
do it.
If you want to read their propaganda, look at Jewish "propaganda"
about the Holocaust. Read Night by
Elie Wiesel, a Nobel winner.
Watch Schindler's List.
Get information from the National
Holocaust Museum in Washington,
D.C.
Those revisionists want dissension. They do not want the truth.
The best thing a person can do is
ignore them.
Go on with the business at hand.
With no forum for their message,
their message dies, and the truth
comes out.
Even if the truth is difficult to
swillow.
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Recyci
could be new
source u WSU 'green' pride
For those of us who feel like we are
contributing to the 'greening' ofWright
State by utilizing the recycling bins, it
may come as a surprise to learn not all
recyclables reach their destination. The
reason?
Because of the actions of a few
careless students who have not learned
yet how to use them.
What could be simpler? Despite
being a college educated population,
the WSU student body lacks a certain
amount of common sense.
Trash ends up in the recycling bins.
Sloshy pop cans with a few good slugs
left in them are dumped in bins meant
for paper recycling, thus contaminating the whole lot.
Even half-filled cans placed in the
proper place wrecks havoc for Rumpke
WasteRemoval.thecompanythattakes
care of waste removal for WSU.
Wright State currently pays Rumpke
a sorting fee because of the occurrence
of trash left in recycling bins.
WSU is like any other business—if
it isn't economically feasible to recycle, the program will be eliminated,

eUctRK

If done properly, Wright State could
stand to get money back instead.
A recycling task force formed under former WSU President Paige
Mulhollan is trying to get itself reestablished under President Harley
Flack to deal with the recycling issue,
Headed informally by Tim Wood of
Biological Sciences and Student Government president-elect Toby Pinkerton, the task force is out to inform
students once and for all how to recycle
properly, and its importance.
The WSU offices have had success
recycling paper, which constitutes the
largest amount ofrecycableson campus.
Are the WSU staff taking a more
mature attitude towards recycling than
the student population?
It appears so.
Reducing waste and taking steps to
save our environment is everyone's
responsibility, not just for a chosen
few. Done properly and with success,
recycling at Wright State could become a new source of 'green' pride on
campus.

Letters to the Editor

Athletics can be culturally diverse, too
Now that Pakistan has taken home
the East Asia Cup in cricket, it is once
again time to start thinking about the
future of sports diversity here at ol'
Wright State University.
If I were to judge by the more than
200 people who came out to WSU in
the middle of the night to watch the
semi-finals and finals matches in the
EAC contest, I would think cricket had
quite a following around here (and it
does).
On more than one occasion I have
been asked if I played (and I don't) or
if I was following the matches (and I
did).
On more than one occasion I have
seen friends, cricket kits in hand, headed
out to play on such barbaric surfaces as
the parking lots outside the dormitories

C

ertainly, if WSU is
serious
about
multiculturalism, it can afford a few thousand square
feet for a cricket ground.

than baseball.
And. unlike professional baseball
in this country, cricket is not a sport
dominated by overpaid playboys with
pretty girlfriends, fast cars and a penchant for a lifestyle of drugs, sex and
rock & roll.
Certainly, if WSU is serious about
multiculturalism, it can afford a few
thousand square feet for a cricket
ground.
After all, we've got more than
enough baseball fields, soccer fields
and polo grounds. Multiculturalism
isn't just food and music and dancing.
It applies to athletics, too.
Why not cricket?

and apartment buildings.
If I were in charge of athletics in any
form at Wright State, and if I were
serious about multiculturalism at WSU,
I would start putting out the proper sort
offieldwhere people who enjoy cricket
can play the game in the proper fashion.
After all, cricket as a game dates
back to the 14th century. It is just as NILS R. B. YOUNG
exciting and certainly more colorful English

What's

Op-Ed stands for Opposite
Editorials. In The Guardian, the
Op-Ed page consists of:
• Editorial and political cartoons
• Opinion columns by staff members
and guest writers
• Letters to the editor
• Photographs
• The Guardian staff box
The Op-Ed pages are a forum for
the exchange of readers'
viewpoints. Topics addressed
include issues directly affecting
Wright State University, concerns
of college students, and issues
relevant to the Miami Valley region
and the state of Ohio.
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Music lover adds graduation to a busy playlist
By SCOTT BFX KFRM AN
Staff Writer
Among those walking the aisle
for graduation next month will be a
man who is a bit past the average
college student by way of experience.
Don Lake of Kettering expects
to receive his bachelor's degree in
English on June 11.
He turns 80 on Nov. 21.
Lake said a couple of factors
made him decide to get his degree.
"(There's) a couple of things,"
he said. "My wife had Alzheimer's
disease, and was ill for nine years.
I took carc of here most of the time
myself. After that. I started looking
around to see what I could do for
the rest of my life.
"I thought about writing. 1
thought I can't write unless 1 learn
how to do it properly. And to do
that is to go to college and learn,"
Lake said.
After working as a Navy radio
technician during World War II.
Lake decided to pursue a career in
that field. He earned his radio

my mind all the time." he added.
operator's license, which he holds neers.
Lake said he has a strong rela"I was one of the two fellows
to this day.
Lake originally attended the who originated this group tionship with his mostly younger
Indiana Institute ofTechnology but (Blackhawk Valley Boys)," Lake classm
te well with the
gave it up because he could not said. "We learned to play our in"I I
he said. "They
younge,
work full-time and go to school as struments by car."
hey think they
help
me
After
auditioning
for
a
radio
well. With a family to support, he
ny problem. Of
station in Lake's hometown of can. I have
decided to stick with (he job.
course, they're
Lake's daughquicker than I
ter.
Hilaric """"""
am
picking
U
Supensky of Dalget along quite well with the younger thingsin up."
las. Texas, said
That relastudents...Ofcourse, they're quicker
Lake made the detionship found a
cision to return to
than
I
am
in
picking
things
up."
way
to bring
college because he
Lake's music
wanted to stay
—Don Lake
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ into the picture.
busy.
___________
One time he led
"1 think he decided probably about seven oreight Rockford, III., the four-man band a class into song, receiving enthutoured the midwest. Lake said they siastic applause.
years ago." Supensky said.
"Thisparticularclass was aclass
Supensky said her father loves played anywhere, from trains to
on Irish literature." Lake said. "I
sailing, and played tennis as re- dance halls.
asked
the professor if she would be
Lake brought his musical talent
cently as last year. He also enjoys
gardening, but music is where his to Wright State. In 1991. he pre- interested in havingasing-alongof
sented a fight song to the univer- Irish songs. We got a volunteer to
heart lies.
be a song leader for me. and we did
Back in the 1930s. Lake toured sity.
"I had never written a song of it. The students really liked it."
the country with a band called The
Lake has found he likes mostly
its
kind,"
Lake
said.
"I
was
a
Wright
Blackhawk Valley Boys. Lake said
band members were inspired by State student, and I was thinking everything he has taken.
"I like poetry pretty much, and
the group The Sons of the Pio- about school. Wright State was on

I

I like almost all of il." he said. "I've
written quite a bit of it. and I've
written songs, which is poetry and
music put together. Fiction is wonderful, and I've read a lot of it."
Lake has maintained 3 strong
3.3 grade point average with just
one class left on the docket — a
fifth-level Latin class he said is
hard but enjoyable.
After graduation. Lake said he
plans to continue to work on songs
and on tracing his genealogy. He'd
also like to write a book if he can
find the time.
Lake said his three daughters
and a son have supported him
strongly in his endeavors.
"I've enjoyed it," Lake said of
his college years. "I think I've
learned a lot. I've been exposed to
a lot more of the things that are a
part of our culture, particularly in
the area of writing.
"I feel very happy and satisfied
that I've been able to come to
Wright State and spend this time
on things that I consider very worthwhile in my own point of view,"
Lake concluded.
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Interactive AIDS educatic hits home
Laughter and
hilarity lighten
a serious
subject
By MOBEEN SH1RAZI
Special Writer

W

i

SU University Activities
Board Director Kathleen
McGirty and Tracy Consani,
a Wright Slate English major, often spend
afternoons or evenings making unsuspecting audiences sit through about an hour of
activities such as a question and answer
game called AIDS Jeopardy and putting
condoms on bananas.
These are just some of the ways McGirty
and Consani educate college students about
AiDS.
There's a lot of laughter and hilarity Kathleeen McGirtv University Activities Board director, presents interactive programming dealing wJhAIDS^
^ by the
during the program — and a good deal of A^ong v^th^enic^English major Tracy Consani, McGirty informs students how
embarrassment among participants — but virus how to put on a condom and more. Both women have received training in AIDS education.
there is an important message the women are
"We do more than an AIDS 101 lecture.
ing," Consani said. "It all kind of fell into
trying to send: the AIDS infection rate among first job. she has to plan her own funeral."
place." Consani started educating others McGirty added. "We try to bring the subject
McGirty
feels
these
two
people
give
college students is exploding.
of human sexuality out of the closet."
about AIDS in January 1992.
McGirty began working in AIDS educa- greater meaning to her presentations beMcGirty and Consani think the enter"I decided I could stand in front of large
tion while she was director of programming cause she docsn' t want to see others suffer as
groups of people and talk about AIDS and tainment value of their presentation helps
and self-proclaimed jackof all trades at Kent her friends have.
students get the message AIDS is a part of
While McGirty modified the program sex and condoms and not gel embarrassed,
State's Trumble campus. She got involved
everyone's life.
she said.
"Fear does not
with the American College Health Associa- for Wright State, she met Consani. who is
tion and attended a training program devel- certified by the
• — —
always work. Stuoped by Dr. Reginald Fcnnell of Miami American Red
dents tune you out,"
McGirty said. "HavUniversity that focused on AIDS education. Cross to teach
AIDS.
"I got tired of watching college kids be about
ing the students play
with condoms durstupid and it bothered me," she said. "I Consani, a 1990
ing the condom comdecided I wanted to become the person that high school graduate from Tipp City.
fort exercise is a fun
educates them."
realized
she
knew
McGirty originally developed the interexperience. It really
is. At first they hate
active program for an Association of Col- nothing about the
lege Unions conference. She said response disease when she
"But. gradually,
to the program was so strong that when she started college.
they get over that
came to work at WSU and discussed the Within a year of
1
program with others, administrators encour- starting college,
fear. It gives the
aged her to make it a part of the university's Consani made a
McGirty and Consani arc concerned whole presentation a humorous perspecth e
leadership retreat and freshman orientation new friend in Columbus.
about the future of college students and and involves them directly — they have no
"He
was
about
6'
2".
a
football
player
program.
AIDS. "If college students don't change choice but to interact."
But AIDS recently developed a personal type with 200-250 pounds of solid muscle
Both McGirty and Consani advise their
their behavior, we will sec more of them get
meaning for McGirty. "One of my child- and attractive — one of those guys that you
sick and die," Consani said. "You can t look audiences there are only two ways to absohood friends recently died of AIDS. I wish see in the mall, do a double-take and think
lutely
avoid AIDS infection. One is abstiat someone and tell they have AIDS. It's not
we could have stayed in touch," she said. WOW." Consani said. "He died of AIDS in
stamped on their forehead or anything like nence. The other is a life-long, monogamous
the
spring
of'93.
Before
he
died
he
weighed
McGirty fell silent.
relationship between two uninfected people.
that.
Another of McGirty's friends was in- under 100 pounds."
"But we know what the statistics arc."
"Yet people are still taking risks and.
"Because of my lack of knowledge and
fected in high school. "She breaks all the
unless people stop taking those risks, it (AIDS McGirty said. The majority of college stumy
infected
friend,
I
got
involved
with
the
stereotypes," McGirty said. "She's a girl
deaths) will continue." she said. "The fact is, dents arc sexually active, and they need this
from a small hick town in Northern Ohio and Dayton AIDS Foundation a couple of years
information to protect themselves, she added.
today, sex can kill you."
now, instead of planning collcge and her ago and got the American Red Cross train-

u

I

got tired of watching college kids be
_ stupid and it bothered me. I decided I
wanted to become the person that educates
them/'
—Kathleen McGirty
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Filling
What it takes to
pull off a
production at the
Nutter Center
ible at all times. "The building must be able
to bend with each show." Sichl said. "It's
just an evolving process."

By MARTHA HOWARD
Spotlight Editor

Oi

nly when the last parking space
| is empty can Nutter Center employees breathe a sigh of relief
and move on to the next event. "You don't
call the show a success until everyone's
gone," said John Siehl, general manager.
But before the 18-wheelers pull up to the
Nutter loading docks and fill the venue with
stagecraft and lights, weeks of preparation
already have passed.
Once an event has been
booked, Nutter Center management works with the promoter to see what's necessary for the stage, seating,
tickets, security, ushers,
clean-up crews and parking.
If theCenterdoesn't have
something the promoter
wants, Siehl has to be prepared to go out and get it.
"Lots of times there's the
need to rent additional equipment," he said.

photos by Scon Cozzolino

Nutter Center personnel sometimes spend 7 a.m. to
midnight working on the day of a large event.

A:
r\\

s a tour makes its way across the said. "It doubles your cocountry, the technical crew ordinating effort," he said.
.learns what works and what "It takes very responsible
doesn't work and passes the information people in every area of the
along to the promoters. The promoters then building."
Chris Wedge's role in
relay any modifications to venue management, who in turn let their employees know the Nutter coordinating effort
is guest services manwhat should be changed.
To ensure everything runs smoothly the ager. "It really encompasses about every
—
area of the organization," Wedge
"""""""""""
said. He describes
s guest services manager. Wedge
guest services as "the way to solve
has dealt with everything from
the problem," whether the dilemma
.
parkingfiascoesto lost children.
involvessetting upashow, misprinted
"At almost every event someone comes up
tickets or disatisfied patrons.
Even when an event doesn' t cause with a complaint — a legitimate one." he
parking problems. Wedge realizes said. Wedge sees his job as a sort of cussomeone has lo be the last person to tomer service manager at the Nutter Center,
pull out of the lot. "Somebody's but sometimes arena policies got in his way.
"I try to see it (the problem) from a
gonna have the worst scat in the
day of a show, Siehl said he and his staff house; somebody's gonna huve the best seat customer point of view," he said. The Nutter
Center
allows no re-entry once a patron has
arrive at the NutterCenter around 7 a.m. and in the house," he said.
left the arena, but Wedge said day-long
stay until midnight or I a.m. Other than
anticipation of ever-present prob family events such as athletic competitions
grabbing a quick bite for lunch. Nutter emlems. Wedge prepares an "event force customers to camp out in the venue
ployees must stay on the premises so last
.sheet" which he distributes to all until the activity ends, often 12 hours later.
minute decisions can be made quickly and
And because of his multi-faceted occuemployees — including more than 200 partefficiently.
"I have worked 24 hour days — many of timers at some large events. The event sheet pation, Wedge said he wears a number of
details ticket costs, how many patrons are hats. "At any given time I could become a
them." he added.
And if two events are scheduled for the expected to attend, parking specifics and security person or a janitor or a ticket taker,"
same day, the problems are magnified, Siehl "anything out of the ordinary." Wedge said. he said.

A

t any given time I could
become a security person or a janitor or a ticket
taker."
—Chris Wedge

ou don't call the show a
success until everyone's

A:

gone.

ut Siehl added he and his staff
usually don't get down to the
"nitty-gritty work" until a week
or 10 days before a show. Promoters also
frequently change their plans for an event,
sometimes minutes before showtime.
"Virtually every show will change right
up until the doors open," Siehl said. As a
result. Nutter Center staff must remain flex-

—John Siehl
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Polanski returns for walk on the wild side
FILM
BITTER MOON *** +
After a six-year absence, thai infamous
iconoclast Roman Polanski is hack with a
vengcance. His terrific new film is a twisted
portrait of an extremist relationship in which
passionate love devolves into blinding haired, and every conceivable possibility explored between the two, including intense
eroticism, sado-masochism, degradation and
humiliation, among others.
It's a wickedly funny, deeply disturbing
and breathtakingly shocking send-up of
modern male-female rcaltionships that will
definitely be too much for some audience
members (and apparently even some film
critics) to handle. Bui if you're looking for a
walk on the wild side, it doesn't get much
wilder than this.
The film is cleverly constructed its a
series of flashbacks told by Oscar (Peter
Coyote), a writer in a wheelchair, to Nigel
(Hugh Grant), a repressed Englishman on an
ocean liner bound for India. Oscar tells Nigel
the history of his relationship with his French
wife Mimi (EmmanuelleSeigncr. Polanski's
wife) in graphic detail, while Nigel unsuccessfully attempts to hide his fascination.
As the story becomes progressively disturbing. Nigel (much like the audience) becomes more and more involved to the point
that he neglects his own wife (Kristin ScottThomas) in order to hear more.
It would simply be unfair to reveal any
more than that, as Bitier Moon relies on an
abundance of surprises and genuine shocks
to keep the audience spellbound. Suffice it to
say there are enough twists and turns here to
make The Crying Game look like a Pauly
Shore movie, leading up to its brilliantly
stunning climax.
The cast is uniformly fine, with Coyote
and Seigner giving outstanding performances. They hit every emotional extreme
possible, and every noteringstrue. Polanski
is that rare director who can pull off a completely unpredictable story with unparalleled confidence and sublime skill; his
storytelling abilities make this a movie that

Mel Gibson teams with Jodie Foster and James Garner for Maverick, the first "summer movie" of 1994.
zarre, Van Sant has gone way, way off the
literally must be seen to be believed.
Make no mistake about it, Bitter Moon is deep end with this ambitious disaster.
Based on Tom Robbins' 1976 cult novel,
a warped gem — it's a film that, love it or
hate it, will not be easily forgotten. (Robert Cowgirls centers on the random misadventures of Sissy Hankshaw (Uma Thurman).
Meeker)
an extra-large-thumbed hitchhiker and feminine hygiene product model whose convoEVEN COWGIRLS GET THE BLUES
luted travels take her to the Rubbe- Rose
•
It's been said every director must stumble Ranch, an all-female health spa. resort and
at least once on the path to greatness. If the feminist haven.
She joins up with the cowgirls just in
experience of failure does indeed make filmmakers wiser and perpetuate artistic growth, time to witness their struggle against the
then one can only hope writer-director Gus federal agents who are trying to remove
Van Sant will learn his lesson from his new some endangered whooping cranes from
their land. If any of this makes sense to you,
film.
After two features (Drugstore Cowboy, then obviously you haven't seen the movie.
Of course. Cowgirls isn't meant to be
My Own Private Idaho) that were as skillfully confident as they were brazenly bi- taken literally — it's a symbolic allegory

disguised as a trippy fairy tale. But after a
promisingly whimsical beginning. Van Sant
quickly loses his focus, leaving Sissy to
wander aimlessly through a disjointed maze
of mcaninglessness.
Cowgirls is full of subplots that go nowhere. peripheral characters who serve no
purpose and scenes that completely fail to
make any sort of sense whatsoever. The
acting varies from bad to atrocious; particularly awful are Rain Phoenix (River's sister
in herfilmdebut, and it shows) and Lorraine
Bracco, who appears to be mimicking Joan
Crawford on steroids.
And if the very sight of Keanu Reeves as
see "Reviews"
continued on page 10

Syndicated television resurrects science fiction

explores the wonders of the ocean.
Roy Scheider leads the crew as
Nathan Bridger with Don Franklin
After years of virtual exile, as his first officer. Commander
Jonathan
Ford. While the first few
they're back. They're coming by
episodes suffered from too many
sea, by land and by space.
They're science fiction pro- similarities to Star Trek, the engrams and they're stronger than semble cast and original scripts
turned the show into a unique and
ever.
Science fiction television pro- enjoyable program.
Ignoring the second Highlander
gramming exploded over the past
two years. SF fans can now get film, Highlander: The Series foltheir fill of scientific adventures lows Duncan MacLeod (Adrian
from such shows asSeaQuest DS V, Paul) as he fights to be the last
Highlander: The Series, Tek War, immortal. While aliens don't pop
Babylon 5, X Files and of course out of the woodwork, you can almost guarantee a terrific sword fight
Star Trek.
Instead of deep space. SeaQuest with plenty of special effects. High-

By AMY RANG
Special Writer

lander had a rocky start, but it's
bigger and better now as the producers sharpen their swords for
their third season.
Tek War brings to life the Tek
novels by former captain of the
enterprise William Shatner. The
show's biggest assets are someone
else writes the scripts and Greg

Evigan portrays Jake Cardigan.
This role breaks Evigan's usual
typecasting and is a pleasant surprise.
With a broadcast history as conflict-ridden as the story lines,
Babylon 5 struggles to bring peace
aboard a space station full of alien
creatures after each other' s throats.
Fortunately it has established itself
as one of the most creative and
innovative sciencefictionprograms
on television today.
With Harlan Ellison as conceptual consultant, hairstyles straight
out of Dune and weird creatures
like we haven't seen since the
cantina in Star Wars, B5 promises

to be a driving force in breathing
new life into science fiction on
television.
The X Files feeds off our own
curiosity about what secrets our
government hides from us. Agents
Fox Mulder (David Duchovny) and
Dana Scully (Gillian Anderson)
spend each week delving into mysterious and unsolved cases. Determined to make his skeptical partner a believer. Mulder leads the
way through danger and excitement.
Every one likes to escape every
once in a while, and now there're
even more chances to do it by
watching science fiction.
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an asthmatic Native American
doesn't have you howling with
laughter (unintentionally, that is),
check out the showdown scene in
which the cowgirls use their (ahem)
"femininity" as a weapon — this
just may be the most outrageously
ridiculous display infilmthis year.
Van Sant's awkward execution
renders any such feminist subtext
meaningless and rather absurd. The
film's intended message, favoring
female independence, is completely undercut by the passivity of
its main character, who prefers to
follow the whims of fate rather
than choose her own destiny.
But such considerations require
more thought than the amount that
seems to have been invested in this
muddled, misbegotten mess. With
theexception of an occasional striking visual image. Cowgirls is worth
of nothing except two extra-large
thumbs down. (Robert Meeker)

THE INKWELL • •
Young director Matty Rich returns to the big screen after his 1991 inner-city
drama Straight Out of
Brooklyn with this coming-of-agefilmsetin 1976.
Larenz Tate, who gave
a mesmerizing performance in Menace II Society (one of 1993's best
films), plays Drew Tate, a
16 year old who looks like
a pre-Thriller Michael
Jackson.
Drew is a strange boy. His only
friend is a troll-like doll, he doesn't
talk very much, he has never had a
girlfriend and he dresses like a nerd.
All of this changes, however, when
Drew's parents force him to go to
Martha's Vineyard to visit relatives.
For the next 14 days Drew's
cousin, played by Duane Martin,
introduces Drew to a whole new
lifestyle. They routinely go to the
Inkwell — the local beach where
everybody in the neighborhood
goes.
Drew meets girls, gets fashion
tips and even has his psychiatrist
turn his afro haircut into stylish
dreadlocks. Drew puts his childhood behind him and starts maturing into adulthood.
For the most part The Inkwell is
innocent and touching until the last
half hour comes around. Drew is
the only character in the entire film
that develops. His father (Joe
Morton) and the rest of his family
are just there to set plot; their purpose i* minimal.

So come to The Guardian
E-156K New Student Union
Peadline for Graduation Wishes is
Friday, May 27th! So Hurry!

'ack of supporting help
to carry this whole film,
romising young actor,
t
the end of the film he
colics
nder the pressure.
If you .»ee The Inkwell for anything, see it for its '70s style. It
features an abundance of
bellbottoms, platform shoes and
afros. It is entertaining just to sec
what each character will be wearing in each scene. (Anthony Shoemaker)
MAVERICK • • •
The summer movie season gets
off to a grand start with this fully
lighthearted comedy-western. Sure
it doesn't have much of a plot and
it'll probably be forgotten by July,
but who cares?
Maverick contains an abundance of something moviegoers
haven't had enough of this year—
genuine fun.
Yet another big-screen spinoff
of a "classic" TV show (a trend
that's becoming more and more

who clearly knows the star's
strengths and weaknesses. How
many big-name actors could play a
scheming, self-admitted coward
while remaining perversely appealing?
Maverick's hardly a traditional
hero, but Gibson makes you root
for him nevertheless. Foster is radiant and charming as the similarly
minded Annabelle.finallymaking
the leap from "serious actress" to
full-fledged movie star. And Garner is always a welcome prescence,
applying his old-school slickness
and comic grace to what could easily have been a stock character.
Maverick won't win any Academy Awards (except perhaps for
the cinematography, which is exquisite), but it is well-cruitcd escapism from pros who know the
territory. What more do you want
from a summer movie, anyway?
(Robert Meeker)

MUSIC
VAN MORRISON — A
NIGHT IN SAN FRANCISCO
Van Morrison's new live album provides a satisfying mix of
the Christian mysticism and American blues and soul influences that have characterized his career. Fifteen of
the 22 tracks are Morrison
compositions, while the
rest are jazz and blues standards.
Morrison's voice is better than ever and he provides inspired performances on songs such as
"Moondance," "Tupelo
Honey" and "Have I Told
You Lately That I Love You?"
which he wrote and originally recorded (Morrison's version is much
belter than Rod Stewart's).
His band, led by guitarist
Ronnie Johnson and organist
Georgie Fame, provieds the perfect backdrop for Morrison's improvisational vocal style. Johnson
shines on "I Forgot That Love Existed."
Blues legend John Lee Hooker
joins Morrison for a stirring rendition of "Gloria." but the highlight
of the album is "In the Garden"
which was written in response to
those curious about Morrison's
spirituality: "No guru, no method,
no teacher / Just you and I and
nature / And the Father and the Son
and the Holy Ghost / In the garden
wet with rain."
A Night in San Francisco, which
is nearly as good as Morrison's
first live album. It's Too Late to
Stop Now, is simply another reason
why Van Morrison is one of the
greatest singer-songwriters of the
rock era. (Aaron Harris)

MUSIC

REVIEWS
obnoxious, although it docs occasionally work). Maverick details
the misadventures of Bret Maverick (Mel Gibson), a quick-witted
card shark with a goal to raise
enough cash to compete in a highstakes championship poker game.
Along the way he encounters
expert con woman Annabelle
Bradsford (Jodie Foster) and stalwart lawman Zane Cooper (James
Garner, the original TV Maverick). who reluctantly accompany
him on his journey.
The trio bicker their way
through the resulting series of anecdotal escapades until they finally
reach their destination.
To some audience members, it
may seem like forever and a day
has passed before that poker game
finally materializes. But the cleverly constructed script by Oscar
winner William Goldman and the
engaging performances by the three
leads make the trip worthwhile regardless.
Gibson reunites with Lethal
Weapon director Richard Donner.
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Raiders' hot bats sr. )ke Navy
Raiders advance into the
NCAA Regional Tournament
By SHELLEY GARWOOD
Associate Writer

pftotos by John Russell

You sank my battleship.
The U.S. Naval Academy'sseason is now over as the Wright State
baseball team swept a doubleheader
to qualify for the NCAA Rcgionals
in front of600 spectators at Wright
Stadium May 22.
In game one of the NCAA playin between the Mid-Continent Conference Champion Raiders and
Patriot League Champion Midshipmen. WSU sophomore pitcher Sean
Sullins pitched a complete nineinning game for the Raiders, allowing Navy only seven hits and
two runs.
Sullins retired 11 straight batters from the fourth to the eighth
inning to give the Raiders a 19-2
victory.
"I felt really good about the
game." said Sullins. "I had a lot of
Neil Szeryk (above) watches support from the defense and I just
the ball sail over the right
settled down and did my best."
field fence during a nine-run
WSU Head Coach Ron
seventh inning, and the
Nischwitz was extremely pleased
Raiders (left) celebrate his
with the Raiders decisive win.
home-run. WSU Head
"Navy had some good pitchCoach Ron Nischwitz
ing. but we had a lot of bat support
(below) has guided his club
and came out on top."
to their first NCAA Division I
Regional in school history,
after a two-game sweep of
the U.S. Naval Academy.

The Raiders struck first in the
bottom of the third inning, scoring
three runs off Navy starter Toby
Moore.
After the Midshipmen retaliated with two in the top of the
fourth. WSU came right back and
added another trio of runs to take a
6-2 lead.
Things at Wright Stadium remained pretty quiet until the bottom of the seventh when the Raiders cut loose.
The Raider bats smoked the
Navy pitchers for nine runs in the
inning including a three-run home
run by first baseman Neil Szeryk.
the Mid-Con Player Of The Year.
"It's a real honor to have been
chosen and I'm really proud of my
accomplishments and those of the
team this season." said Szeryk.
If a 13-run lead wasn't enough.
WSU added four more runs in the
eighth for good measure.
Game two didn' t have too much
domination by either club, but the
Raiders came out on top. 14-10,
winning the best-of-three series two
games to none.
see "Raiders"
continued on page 12

WSU draws N.C. State
The tension mounted in the Tennessee, who will face sixth
Nutter Center's Berry Room as seeded Northeastern.
The other matchup is bethe WSU baseball team waited
for the NCAA Regional pair- tween three seed Arizona State
and
Western Carolina, the
ings to be announced on ESPN.
Finally the announcement fourth seed.
This is the first trip to the
came and the cheers began.
The Raiders (38-19) will be post season for Raider be eball
since
WSU moved to Division
facing the North Carolina State
Wolfpack(38-19) in the NCAA I in 1987. In their final season
Midwest Regional Tournament in Division II. the Raiders finished second in the NCAA Diat Knoxville, Tennessee.
The teams will square off at vision II College World Series.
WSU Head Coach Ron
3 p.m. on May 26 at Lindsey
Nelson Stadium on the Univer- Nischwitz. who is in his 20th
year as head coach of the Raidsity of Tennessee campus.
WSU is the fifth seed in a ers. was happy with the pairing.
'1 think you'llfindus a good
field of six teams, while the
representative in the NCAA
Wolfpack is seeded second.
The top seed is home team R gional," said Nischwitz.
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TANNING
SPECIAL
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continued f r o m page 11

the way we played, having seven
Sloppy play was lhc only domierrors in one game." said WSU
nate factor as the Raiders commitAssistant Coach Bo Bilinski, "but
ted seven errors to Navy's Five.
Navy jumped ahead 6-3 by the the team battled and they swung
second inning, crossing the plate the bats, and when thev had to do it
they did."
four times in the first and twice in
"It has been a long wait, twenty
the second.
The Raiders came back strong years, and these guys are deservi n g . " he said.
adding a run.
"This WaS a rethen t y i n g the
building year, afgame at six with
c ma
ter losing (Brian)
a two-run homer
Anderson and
by pinch hitter
(Jon) Sbrocco to
Brian Warden.
the majors, but
The Raiders
the team came tothen
scored
gether and I ' m
twice in the top
confident they'll
of the fifth, takdo
great
at
ing an 8-6 lead.
Regionals."
N a v y
The team is
bounced r i g h t
looking forward
back, s c o r i n g
to
continue
the
four more runs
winning streak as
to again take the
they head into the
lead. 10-8.
regionals.
The Raider
—
—
—
—
—
"We may be
team was un- — — — — — — —
the underdog, but
daunted
as
we'll do what were capable of and
Szeryk tied the game with a runsurprise a lot of people I hope,"
scoring double, then Jarosz to follow with a double putting the Raid- said Szeryk. "As long as we stay
focused and take it inning by iners up by two.
W S U starter Matt Clark was ning we have a shot."
"The job is not done yet," said
shelled by the Midshipmen for 10
earned runs, but the relief pitching Nischwitz. "We still need to continue
to play good ball."
was very strong for the Raiders.
"It is a wonderful opportunity
Marc Galan and Scott Huntsfor us." said Szeryk. "Every player
man pitched4 1/3 innings of scoreless baseball for W S U to put the contributed and we stepped up to
the occasion. This is what we've
game away.
"We weren't happy at all with been working for all season."

VISITS
$20.00

"\\ 7
y
VV be the

underdog, but
we'll do what
were capable of
and surprise a lot
of people I
hope."
—Neil Szeryk

photos by John Russell

Sean Sullins (above) cooled off Navy's bats f r o m the
m o u n d , a n d the Raiders celebrated their game one victory.

Cavs to return to
the Nutter Center
For the third straight year, the
National Basketball Association
w i l l be on hand at the Ervin J.
Nutter Center.
The Cleveland Cavaliers w i l l
play a preseason game against the
New Jersey Nets on October 16 at
7 p.m..
The past two years, the Cavs
have played host to the Boston
Celtics and Charlotte Hornets.
Cleveland improved to 2-0 on
the Nutter Center hardwood with a
112-109 overtime victory over the
Celtics last year, highlighted by a
buzzer-beating 3-pointer by the
Cavs' John Battle, sending the exhibition game into the overtime

Cleveland's Gerald Wllklns and t h e C a v s c o m i n g t o W S U .

period.
This year's contest w i l l feature
All-Star guard and 3-point shooting champion Mark Price, center

Brad Daugherty and guard Gerald
Wilkins for Cleveland. New Jersey w i l l showcase guard Kenny
Anderson and Dream Team II
member Derrick Coleman.
Both the Cavs and Nets made
the playoffs this season. Cleveland
fell to the Chicago Bulls in the first
round, again, while New Jersey
lost to the Eastern Conference
Champion New York Knicks. also
in the first round.
Tickets are currently on sale for
the exhibition matchup. Prices are
$24.50. SI7.50 and SI4.00 with
college and high school students
receiving a $4 discount on the S14
tickets with a valid school ID.
Tickets are available at the
Nutter Center Box O f f i c e , all
TicketMaster outlets, or charge by
phone at (513) 228-2323.

WE
TAN
30
PEOPLE
E'
HOUR
SINGLE

SESSIONS

$2.50
PER
SESSION

TAN-O-RAMA
Mon-Thurs 9:00 am - Midnight
Fri 9.-00 am • 8:00 pm
Sat & Sun 10:00 am - 8:00 pm

1128 N. Broad St.
Fairborn
Next to Family Video
where ail rentals are
just 99c
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Raider roundball filling the holes
By NICK MAPLES
Staff Writer

Underhill hopes his new recruits will fill the voids left by
Sean Hammonds (above) and the rest of the senior class.

Piccc by piece, hit by bit. that's
the way to build a strong basketball
program.
On May IS WSU Head Coach
Ralph Underhill added another
piccc to the puzzle for next years
men's basketball team by signing
Bilaal Ncal. a 6-foot-6,205 pound
forward from WestarkCommunity
College, to a National Letter of
Intent.
Ncal joins Derek Watkins as
the second player in threw days to
join the Raiders, and the fourth
player overall to commit to play
for Underhill next season.
Neal averaged 11 points, seven
rebounds and shot 63 percent from
the field. In Neal's two years at
Westark. it compiled a record of
55-16. In his freshman season, the
native of Warren, Ark., averaged
eight points, and nine rebounds as
he led the team in field goal percentage.
"Bilaal gave us a very athletic
type of player which gave us flexibility to run the floor," Westark
Head Coach Bobby Vint said. "I'm
sure he'll be able to fit in well
because he's a bright player who is
determined to succeed."
With the loss of seniors Scan
Hammonds and Mike Nahar. Neal
will be counted on to step in immediately and contribute to WSU's
inside game.
"We feel Bilaal is the type of

Have a graduation
story to tell?
We want to hear it. We want your
stories for a special issue on
GRADUATION.
Hurry, the special issue will hit
newsstands next week!
CONTACT THE SPOTLIGHT EDITOR BY THIS THURSDAY.
CALL 8 7 3 - 5 5 3 9 OR STOP BY THE GUARDIAN IN THE
N E W STUDENT U N I O N

trict Ohio Division II Player of the
Year last season, left his mark on
the record books in his career at
Valley View. He leaves as the
school's all-time leading scorei
(1, 139 pts.). highest scoring average (21.8 ppg).
While Watkins will be a walk
on. Neal joins 6-6 forward Antuan
Johnson and 6-7 forward Thad
Burton as the three Raider signings.
Johnson, who averaged 16.9
points, nine rebounds. 6.7 assists
and five steals for Toledo Scott
High School last season, will provide excellent ball handling skills
for a forward.
"Antuan played out of position
last year and performed above expectations and playing the point
guard spot helped improve his ball
handling." Underhill said. "He's a
solid player who was looked at
seriously by many major programs
free throw line as he led the Spar- around the country.
Burton was Underbill's first
tans to a 15-6 finish and a first
place tie in the Southwestern Buck- signing, and was a menace on the
boards
for St. Charles Prep in Coeye League.
His accuracy from the outside lumbus. where he averaged 12
should help the Raiders fill the boards to go along with 16 points
vacancy left by WSU's all-time 3- per game.
"He takes rebounding very sepoint goals leader, Andy
riously and we're looking forward
Holdcrman.
"He is a great young man and to Thad being with us next year,"
had an outstanding high school said Underhill.
With the three signings,
career," said Underhill." He isone
of the premier shooting guards in Underhill is left with one scholarOhio and the fact that he is a coach's ship to give out to help bolster the
son will enhance his play at he Raider line-up as WSU prepares
for its inaugural season in the Midcollege level."
Watkins, the Southwest Dis- western Collegiate Conference.

player whocan come in and give us
immediate expe ^""ce at cither inaid. "He
side position."
an cxruns the floor
i score
cedent reboundt
inside."
derhill
Just two days cai
nabbed anotherfinereeruu .nDerek
Watkins. a first-team AP All State
Division II guard this past season
at Valley View High School in
Cicrmantown.
Ncal averaged 21.8 points., shot
42 percent from 3-point range and
81 percent
from
the

WSU Colleges & Departmei

The Guardian's
G r a d u a t i o n Issue
has been moved t o
Rf

So there's still t i m e
t o g e t t h a t ad in!
•^^Sraduatioh M deadlinetoFriday. May 27th.
For more info please call 373*5537.
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Classifieds
gKkm

Employment
Home/Rent
Personals
Services

flutoi

Central

HOT! W I L D ! Toyota Corrolla
stationwagon with a luggage
rack! 165,000 miles, silver,
new tires. $500 or best offer
call 222-5623!!

Home/Rent
FIRWOOD APARTMENTS:
Now signing summer and fall
leases. 1,2. & 3 bedroom
apts. available; water & heat
paid in most units: swimming
pool, sand volleyball, &
blacktop basketball: friendly
management, great prices!
Call 294-1030 or 258-1927, or
stop by 344-A Firwood Dr.
near O a k w o o d T O D A Y !

Employment

AMY APARTMENTS,
V I L L A G E O F RIVERSIDE Adjacent to area B, W P A F B .
4.8 mi. to W S U , 1 b d r m dlx,
w w carpet, A C , 6 0 0 sq. ft.:
ample, lighted parking; quiet,
secure area; on-site Mgr. and
maint., #11 and #23 RTA bus
out front. U N F U R N I S H E D $ 3 2 0 + u p mo. F U R N I S H E D $ 3 4 0 up/mo.

Dependable female needed to
assist with simple daily tasks.
Must be able to style hair and
apply m a k e u p etc. $6/hour;
10 hours+/weekends. O n e
mile off campus. Call 4291469 ASAP.
S u m m e r R e s o r t J o b s - Earn
to $12/hr. + tips. Locations
include: Hawaii, Florida,
Rocky Mountains, Alaska,

Summer help wanted for
welders and laborers in the
Lewisburg area. Preemployment drug screening
required. Call 513-454-8892,
ask for Kim.

General
Gay and lesbian students:
Become active in our civil
rights struggle! Receive
information on what action
you can take! Call 1-513-275
9725 for a recorded message
and leave your name and/or
address and/or phone
number, or write to: S T A N D
UP FOR Y O U R RIGHTS,
P.O. Box 3235, Dayton, O H
45401-3235. You c a n m a k e
difference!
NEEDS A R O O M - Student,
23, needs a room near W S U .
Can pay up to $200/month.
Booze, tobacco, pets, no
problem. W o u l d like to rent
for a year or longer. Call Dan
873-8131.

Student Rate: $2.00 first 25 w o n l t
Non-Student Rate: $5.00 first 25 words
$1.00 each additional 25 words

Services

Apt for rent - East Da }
near W S U on busline.
(1) bedroom. N o pets,
per m o n t h + deposit and
utilities. 426-7345.

P R O F E S S I O N A L SERVICES
Need a report, paper, thesis,
or resume typed? Fast turn
around time. Reasonable
rates. Call Tracy 426-3813.

Personals

Renting an apartment? Be
sure to list it here.

P o s i t i o n s O p e n at The
Guardian!
Staff Writers
needed. Salaries and work
hours vary for each position.
Stop by The Guardian in the
New S t u d e n t U n i o n (just past
the New Bookstore) and fill
out an application!

m

Homc/Rc

Large international business
expanding into China soon.
For a n opportunity call (614)
621-8022.

For Sale: 1992 G e o Tracker,
soft top, great condition, fun
car, $9300 or best offer. Call
Kurt 435-8251.

New England, etc. For details
call: 1-206-632-0150 ext.
R5570

Guardian

When you buy a Guardian
Classified, you can just
leave the charge card at
home. At two bucks for
25 words, you won't
need It.
Affordable..Effective...

Looking for s o m e o n e special?
W h y not market yourself...
right here...in T h e Guardian
Classifieds Personals section.
Describe your best qualities
and what your looking for in a
special person. See the
Classifieds banner above for
rates and information.

Cuardian Classifieds!
,

D a t e l i n e 1-900-945-4400 ext.
4960. $2.99 per min. Must
be 18 years or older. Listen
to single guys and gals
looking to meet s o m e o n e like
you.

nrHan

General
Students Needed!
Earn u p to $2.000• / m o working for
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies
World Travel. Summer and Full-Tune
employment available. No experience
necessary For more information call i
(206) 634-0468 »x«. C5S70

Give your Graduating friend
a Special Gradi
June 2nd/fnTh« Guan^n's
Graduation

! Guardian
E-166K. New Student Union
DeadHnp Is Friday May 27th
Hurry inl

SpcictU

ONE MORE ISSUE

A f t e r this issue, one
m o r e issue remains f o r
t h e 93-94 school year.
T h e Guardian w o u l d like
t o t h a n k everyone w h o
m a d e this a year t o
remember.

P a r t - t i m e p o s i t i o n s a v a i l a b l e in o u r
Check Processing Department.

Benefits include:
/Tuition Reimbursement
• P a i d Vacation and Holidays
•Flexible Scheduling
| UNIVERSITY SHOPPES IN FAIRBORN/BEA
VERCREEK
from the NutMr Cantor
• 4 0 1 K Savings Plan
• O n - t h e - j o b Training
• B a n k i n g Services
Because it is

^ 3
flky

T

I
^

professionally WSW £

>'k*Z'.
J^W 1 m

A . i J

\ U M

VEl

' * = " ^ ^ 5 ?
Swiss Wstor Dacal

Flavor* cof<a«

Positions average between 15-20 hours per
week, working 3 days per week. Additional
hours may be available. We offer a starting
salary of $5.50 per hour with promotional
increases to $6.08 and $6.75 per hour based on
productivity and quality of work. Hourly rate
includes base pay plus an 8% shift premium.

blended
locally by
the finest
coffee
specialists
anywhere!

rGMRMETC0FFEEn«0U^^
BUY 1/2 POUND GET 1/2 POUND | | BUY ONE CUP GET ONE CUP

I

I P B C C

a

•

FINE CIGARS
BUY THREE CIGARS GET ONE

i I

•

I

"

J

ITALIAN CAPPUCCINO
OR CARMEL LATTE
HO PURCHASE NECESSARY!

If you have any questions concerning these
positions, contact Don Wheeler a. 226-6242
Monday through Friday from noon to 7:00 pm.
You may complete an Employment Application
Monday through Friday 10 am to 2 pm, or send
resume to the address below:
SOCIETY/KEYCORP.
13th Floor
Human Resources
34 North Main St.
Davton, Ohio 45402
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COMICS & GAMES
GUARDIAN CROSSWORD

O U T O N A LIMB

(^r^sogood Kita

facpai&C

ACROSS
I. Close
5 "How Green —
My Valley"
8. Battle remtuni
12 Elegant
13. Rodequtalion?
14 Tibetan monk
15 Freshly
16 Mythical bird
17 Catch sight "f
18 Bun seed
20 Father s Day
gifts, often
22. Andromeda's

i Vrili GT 1S«
of every
y

ttitTer

/

40. Siy cry
41. Rang*
45 Treaty
47. Comic partner
ol 11 Down
40 Concept
50. Actress
Sommer
51. Lamb s
52 Infamous

53 -Unto

54 Singer Shi
55 Finales
DOWN
2ft Favored by fate 1 Health rest
29. Great amount
2 Sharpen
30 Numerical
}. Avails
4 Hits
31 Sighinj cry
5. Merchandise
6 Past
7. Department
S Catch

O U T O N A LIMB

irsAi£Tiava»-w««aac«o
i
ON carfAWJ -W S*1
SA*
, 1M 0M0U1U3NG OCT^CS 93MCE
iF^MaerflES6A6csiN
O S INSTEAD OF

19 Mcmoti;
setting
21 Ending f

42 Perfect place

43 Flookith geek
44. New Mastc
45. Corral
46 Pub quaff
4* lie In the re

10 C
11. Comic partner
OFF THE MARK

GUARDIAN WORDSEARCH

b y M a r k Paris!

S N J G C Z W T Q N J
U R O L

T H E SPATS

OHWtU.IJMWI6€T«W«
t> it cm WTJ

MHOfXMWUMi
C.^I«:*!Tlf w
KKTWIgJSf

mWSfi

F C A X(L

iy

STUPID ADJUSTABLE
BED

iHtoaafim

S K U N K PHILOSOPHY

J H

,/fS

„Vl>

iMMapaKv

R

P K

L O W

S V T G T N R G P O A
S E O G N

1 E G S U

E X D

S E V

L O

1 D

W C G D Q H L O O N L
S L

H

B Z E C Y X W T U

F

1 O G

A K C A

R

E H T N A P E A

1

F C D

J
C

F Y X W V T

PUZZLE ANSWERS

PLP

•J a I

• ^ma ja
••(993
•nil-: u
•a'jyt-o

SEEMS TO
S0PT OF LETTEHNG
JUST FLOATNG N
SPACE.

A

it s

B E A

IOI

i D O N T KNOW

EPISODE VNJ

F D

Find the listed words In the dlagrt sm. They run In
• I I dlre*lk>ns-forward, backwardi, up, down and

CRITICAL MASS

ThC

S

L

T O R

k*

1

L

H E C A X S M H R V T

O

BREAD CLOSES OVER HIM
HE REALIZES THAT HE 5
,|«
GOING TO BE A HU6£ B L T j ! | j

P N K

S O o

J

Y X S S

BUT AS T H E G I A N T - S L I C E O F

1 O N S)V

G D A X

N

M K

WEARY AFTER HIS LOIN6 CUMB
UP THE VINE, BILLV SlAOLV
FINDS A PLACE TO REST

J G D A X V S

•gnyy
J a c k h a d t r i e d m a n y w a y s to
quit smoking, but only
one worked.

•J :.

v11' * ~5!
n ?BH

".it

H3H
m i

G u a r d i a n Comics * Games contains w o r k s
f r o m K i n g F e a t u r e s W e e k l y Service a n d M a r k
Pari si.

THE PALACE CLUB

2 J 4 6 G R A N G E H A L L R D D A V T O N ( B E A V E R C R E E K ) O H I M . H PH l 7 f . 9 3 » 5
P O O L ' AIR H O C K E Y D A R T S ' F O O S B A L L / V I D E O

TComuty CajtA

Two Nights Only
June 17th & 18th

GILBERT
GOTTFRIED
Host of USA's
"Up All Night"
•Special E n g a g e m e n t

Call 433-LAFF for reservations
Free admission every Wed. with your College I D.

M O N D A Y
T U E S D A Y i«IILW'el.U;>JJJ;ljelt.'lllel.lW!SB»Ba3W
WEDNESDAY

&

S A T U R D A Y

DAYTON'S
ONLY

AUTftNATJVT - INDUSTRIAL - DANCE
THURSDAY

VOID WHERE
PROHIBITED

I GREAT PRICES ON KEYSTONE & PITCHERS

^ ^ ^ I C H E C t T o U T ^

FLCXIR!

97 XPOSURE COMING IN JUNE

STATli
WASTE
REWARD

T h e satisfaction of k n o w i n g
you've brought government
waste to your follow
taxpayer's attention
Remember t h e $ 6 0 0 toilet
seats t h e g o v e r n m e n t w a s
b u y i n g 1 0 years ago? T h e
G u a r d i a n Is l o o k i n g f o r W S U
waste. A future three part
story w i l l focus o n
unnecessary expenditures
a r o u n d campus ... a n d o u r
Ideas for eliminating waste.
W e ' d l i k e y o u r h e l p . C a l l us a t
8 7 3 - 5 5 3 5 or f a * us y o u r
stories a t 8 7 3 - 5 5 3 6 .
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Schools unite to give students community access
By GINA V. GOMEZ
Special Writer
The boards of trustees of Wright
State and Sinclair Community College announced on May 18 the
formation of a permanent partnership to establish a Center for
Healthy Communities.
According to WSU spokeswoman Judi Engle. the center will
continue and build on programs
and goals established by Partners
for Community Health Development (PCHD). a program begun in
1991 by WSU and Sinclair.
"I think... the boards of trustees
have felt that it's had enough success that they would like to make it
a permanent part of both universities." said Engle.
According to Mary Clark, an
assistant director for Community
Health Partnership, one of the goals
of the new center is curriculum

reform to give students of health
care experience working with the
community and as pan of a team of
health care providers.
"Greater emphasis should be
placed on the
community as
teacher." said
Clark. "One of
our goals is a
course across
the curriculum
that all students
in health care
professions
would have to
take as early on
as possible."
_________
Student
Government cabinet member
Tracey Lucas, a nursing student,
likes the idea. "Just in my classes
that's what they've been focusing
on. a multi-disciplinary approach,"
she said. "I think it's a good thing

because that way everyone knows
what is going on with the patient
and you're not duplicating things,"
said Lucas.
Marilyn Rodney, comtr
health advocates coordinau

said Rodney.
Rodney added another challenge for the Center will be meeting curriculum and accreditation
"•quiremcnts for both WSU and
'clair students.
The Center
~ will also continue the PCHD
Community
Health Advocate
Program and
Health Action
Fund.
The advocate
program uses
people from the
community to
link health professionals with community members.
"One of the things that the advocates have been able to identify
are really specific barriers not only
to health care but also to self-suffi-

really think that if we in e
ition
Xaren't sensitive and aware about
what is happening in health care we're
going to be a disservice for the students
and the community."
—Marilyn Rodney

Need Cash? Sell
Your Textbooks!

the Center, said while courses received favorable reviews from students there have been challenges.
"I think the real challenge has
been logistically with all the different tracks that the students are on."

University puts diversity class
on the drawing board for fall

Top Dollar for Used Textbooks
10%
10 Off Any Clothing item
•BTMAH

A Chance to Win
$500.00 in Textbooks!

Expanded Hours Finals Week
Mon. June 6th 8:30am - 9:00pm
Tues. June 7th 8:30am - 9:00pm
Wed. June 8th 8:30am - 9:00pm
Thurs. June 9th 8:30am - 9:00pm
Fit
June 10th 8:30am - 5pm
Sat. June 11th 10am - 5pm
Plenty of Buyback Terminals to
Keep Lines Short

Lots of convenient Parking
Don't Forget Our Expanded Hours. Monday
June 13th and Tuesday June 14th 8:30 am 9:30 pm for the Start of Summer Sessions.

427-3338
2812 Colonel Glen Hwy. across from W.S.U next to Chi Chi'

ciency." said Clark. "Being able to
document those is really crucial
because everybody talks about reform but they don't really know
what they're reforming."
According to Clark the Health
Action Fund program provides
grants of up to $500 to community
groups for health promotion
projects.
"This is really interesting because the people in the community
are going to the agencies and saying "This is what we need from
you.' rather than the other paradigm in which the people on high
go to the people in the community
saying 'This is what you need to
learn." Clark said.
"I really think that if we in
education aren't sensitive and
aware about what is happening in
health care we're going to be a
disservice for the students and the
community," said Rodney.

By ANTHONY SHOEMAKER
Staff Writer
A diversity course, focusing
on multiculturalism in the United
States, is likely to become a general education option at Wright
State this fall.
According to Vice President
for Academic Affairs Lillie
Howard, the course will be an option in the current University
nonwestern studies requirements.
Currently, students chose one
Comparative Studies course and
one class from Regional Studies.
The multicultural course would
give students an alternative to one
of the current requirements. It
would not change the current number of required general education
hours.
Associate anthropology professor Anna Bellisari will create the
syllabus for the proposed course.
She received a grant from the WSU
Foundation to begin researching
her syllabus, expected to be ready
in the fall.
Many other universities around
Ohio have a multicultural diversity

course, according to Bellisari. "I
think it is absolutely necessary."
she said.
Bellisari said she would have
liked the class to be a requirement
for all students instead of just an
option. She added the course will
not only focus on cultural diversity
but other subjects such as sexual
and religious diversity.
Associate Vice President for
Multicultural Affairs Abbie

general education task force has
been looking into a multicultural
education course for a couple of
years. Risacher said Student Government conducted a survey last
year in which students supported a
multicultural diversity course as
long as it did not increase the number of required hours overall.
The general education task force
recently made a recommendation
to WSU's Academic Council to

• • T hope we as a university will con
A tinue to diversify the entire curriculum, because the move from
monoculturalism to multiculturalism
requires much practice."
—Abbie Robinson-Armstrong
Robinson-Armstrong hopes to
teach the course once it matures.
"I'm excited about the course."
Robinson-Armstrong said. "I hope
we as a university will continue to
diversify the entire curriculum,
because the move from
monoculturalism
to
multiculturalism requires much
practice."
Acting Vice President for Student Affairs Joanne Risachc said a

add a multicultural diversity course
to general education.
Once a syllabus is developed.
Academic Council will decide if
the course should become a general education course.
Task forcechairGreg Bernhardt
said a general education review
committee will form in the fall;
that will be a third step towards
making the multicultural general
education course viable.

